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Abstract—Wemodel an oversubscribed heterogeneous computing system where tasks arrive dynamically and a scheduler maps the

tasks to machines for execution. The environment and workloads are based on those being investigated by the Extreme Scale Systems

Center at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Utility functions that are designed based on specifications from the system owner and users

are used to create a metric for the performance of resource allocation heuristics. Each task has a time-varying utility (importance) that

the enterprise will earn based on when the task successfully completes execution. We design multiple heuristics, which include a

technique to drop low utility-earning tasks, to maximize the total utility that can be earned by completing tasks. The heuristics are

evaluated using simulation experiments with two levels of oversubscription. The results show the benefit of having fast heuristics that

account for the importance of a task and the heterogeneity of the environment when making allocation decisions in an oversubscribed

environment. The ability to drop low utility-earning tasks allow the heuristics to tolerate the high oversubscription as well as earn

significant utility.

Index Terms—Utility function, resource management heuristics, heterogeneous computing
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1 INTRODUCTION

Autility function for a task describes the value of com-
pleting the execution of the task at a specific time [1],

[2], [3], [4], [5]. Utility functions capture the time-varying
importance of a task to both the user and the enterprise as a
whole. In this work, the value of completing a task decays
over time and so we model monotonically-decreasing utility
functions. The design of utility functions needs to be flexible
to capture the importance of tasks within a diverse user
base. In practice, utility functions may be created through a
collaboration between the user and the owner of the com-
puting system. We design dynamic resource management
techniques to maximize the total utility that can be earned
by completing tasks in an oversubscribed heterogeneous

distributed environment. By oversubscribed we mean that
the workload is large enough that the total desired work
exceeds the capacity of the system in steady state operation,
i.e., over an extended period. By a heterogeneous environ-
ment we mean that the execution time of each task may
vary across the suite of machines. We model this computing
environment and the workload of tasks that arrive dynami-
cally. A scheduler makes resource allocation decisions to
map (assign) the incoming tasks to the machines. The total
utility earned from all completed tasks captures how much
useful work was done and how timely that information was
to the user. The system characteristics and the workload
parameters are based on environments being investigated
by the Extreme Scale Systems Center (ESSC) at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL). The ESSC is part of a collabo-
rative effort between the Department of Energy (DOE) and
the Department of Defense (DoD) to perform research
and deliver tools, software, and technologies that can
be integrated, deployed, and used in both DOE and DoD
environments.

We design a method that can be used to create utility
functions by defining three parameters: priority, urgency,
and utility class. The priority of a task represents the level
of importance of a task to the enterprise, while urgency indi-
cates how quickly the task loses utility. The utility class pro-
vides finer control of the shape of the utility function by
partitioning it into intervals. We assume that the scheduler
has experiential information about the execution time of
each type of task on each type of machine. However, the
scheduler does not know the arrival time, utility function,
or type of each task until the task arrives.
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We use two forms of dynamic heuristics for the
resource allocation decisions. Immediate-mode heuristics
schedule only the incoming task and do not have the
opportunity to re-map tasks in machine queues (e.g., [6],
[7], [8]). Batch-mode heuristics consider a set of tasks and
have the ability to re-map tasks that are enqueued and
waiting to execute (e.g., [6], [7]). We create seven immedi-
ate-mode and five batch-mode heuristics, and analyze
their performance using simulation experiments. To
examine the effect of oversubscription on the perfor-
mance of the heuristics, we simulate two levels of over-
subscription. We also study the effect of heuristic
variations, such as dropping tasks and altering the map-
ping decision frequency for the batch-scheduler.

The contributions of this paper are: (a) a model of the
planned DOE/DoD oversubscribed heterogeneous high
performance computing environment, (b) the design of a
metric using utility functions, based on the three parameters
of priority, urgency, and utility class, to measure the perfor-
mance of schedulers in an oversubscribed heterogeneous
computing environment, (c) the design of twelve heuristics
to perform the scheduling operations and their evaluation
over a variety of environments, and (d) the exploration and
the analysis of heuristic variations, such as dropping tasks
and varying the number of tasks scheduled at each batch-
mode mapping event.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we explain our system model, including our
method to design the utility functions (from the three
parameters mentioned before), the characteristics of the
workload, and the characteristics of the computing envi-
ronment. We formally give our problem statement in
Section 3, and introduce our metric to compare the per-
formance of resource allocation heuristics. In Section 4,
we describe the various heuristics we have designed and
the method to drop tasks. We compare our study to other
work from the literature in Section 5. We explore the
design of our simulation experiments in Section 6. In
Section 7, we present and analyze our simulation results.
Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss possible
future directions in Section 8.

2 SYSTEM MODEL

2.1 Utility Functions

2.1.1 Overview

In our study, it is assumed that an enterprise computing sys-
tem earns a certain amount of utility for completing each task.
The amount of utility earned depends on the task and the
time at which the task was completed relative to the time it
arrived, and reflects its importance to the system.We use util-
ity functions to model the time-varying benefit of completing
the execution of a task. The utility functions we model are
monotonically decreasing. This implies that if a task takes lon-
ger to complete, it cannot earn higher utility. We understand
that there may be use cases for non-monotonically-decreasing
utility functions, but they are not considered here. We design
a flexible utility function for a task that is defined by three
parameters: priority, urgency, and utility class. The goal is to
use a small set of parameters that the users understand and
enables the users to obtain the desired utility curve. By using
a combination of these parameters we can create a variety of
shapes for the utility functions. These parameters were
designed based on the needs of the ESSC at ORNL.We expect
that these parameters will be set by the customer (submitting
the job) in collaboration with the system owner and the over-
all system administration policies.

2.1.2 Parameters

Priority. Priority represents the importance of the task to the
organization. It sets the maximum value of a utility func-
tion. As the functions are monotonically decreasing, this is
equivalent to the starting value of the utility function. Let
pðpÞ be the maximum utility (Max Util) of tasks belonging
to priority level p, where p 2 fcritical; high;medium; lowg.
Each of these priority levels has a fixed value of maximum
utility associated with it. Fig. 1a shows utility functions
with different levels of priority for a fixed level of urgency
(defined below). As shown in Fig. 1a, a task’s utility does
not begin to decay as soon as it arrives, because this would
make the maximum utility value of a task unachievable
(i.e., the task needs non-zero time to execute). In Section 6.2,
we describe how we determine the length of this interval.

Fig. 1. (a) Four utility functions with different priority levels and a fixed urgency level showing the decay in utility for a task after its arrival time t. The
curves labeled “c,” “h,” “m,” and “l” are the curves with critical, high, medium, and low priorities, respectively. (b) Four utility functions with different
urgency levels and a fixed priority level showing the decay in utility for a task after its arrival time t. The curves labeled “e,” “h,” “m,” and “l” are the
curves with extreme, high, medium, and low urgency levels, respectively. The length of time for which the starting utility value of a task persists
(does not decay) is shorter for more urgent tasks.
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Urgency. The urgency of a task models the rate of decay of
the utility of that task over time. It affects the “shape” of the
utility function. Tasks that are more urgent will have their
utility values decrease at a faster rate than less urgent tasks.
In this study, we model the decay of utilities as an exponen-
tial (other functions may be used). Let rðrÞ be the exponen-
tial decay rate of tasks belonging to urgency level r, where
r 2 fextreme; high;medium; lowg. Fig. 1b illustrates utility
functions with different urgency levels for a fixed priority
level. The urgency level of a task along with the task’s aver-
age execution time control the duration for which the start-
ing utility value of a task does not decay (see Section 6.2).

Utility Class. A utility class is used to fine-tune a utility
function by dividing the function into a set of intervals with
discrete characteristics. We define each interval (except the
first) to have three parameters: a start time, a percentage of
maximum utility at that start time, and an exponential
decay rate modifier. By defining different utility classes we
can devise a wide variety of utility functions. We could set a
hard deadline for a task by having the utility of the task
drop to zero. For our simulations, we created four utility
classes and each task belongs to one of these four classes
(the number of utility classes can be domain dependent).

The first element within a utility class is the set of time
intervals that partition the time axis of the utility function
(except the end time of the first interval). Let tðk; cÞ be the
start time of the kth interval relative to the arrival time of a
task belonging to utility class c.

The second element in a utility class sets the percentage
of the maximum utility at the start of each of the intervals
except the first. Let cðk; cÞ be this percentage for the kth
interval, where 0 � cðk; cÞ � 1 and cðk; cÞ � cðk� 1; cÞ for
k > 1. Therefore, the maximum utility value in the kth inter-
val of a utility function for a task with a priority level p and
utility class c is given by,Cðk; c; pÞ ¼ cðk; cÞ � pðpÞ.

The final element in a utility class c is a modifier, dðk; cÞ,
to the exponential decay rate of the interval k, with k > 1 to
ignore the first interval. The exponential decay rate in inter-
val k of a utility function with urgency level r and utility
class c is given by, Dðk; c; rÞ ¼ dðk; cÞ � rðrÞ. The values of

this modifier are typically near 1, because the purpose of
this modifier is to provide small differences in the decay
rate across the intervals.

Fig. 2 shows a utility function (at a fixed priority and
urgency level) partitioned into separate intervals, each
with its own rate of decay and starting utility value. The
last interval shows that the utility drops to zero as time
tends to infinity.

2.1.3 Construction of a Utility Function

Let p be the priority level, r the urgency level, and c the util-
ity class of a task i. The utility value Uðp; r; c; tÞ at any time t
relative to the arrival time of the task, where tðk; cÞ �
t < tðkþ 1; cÞ, is given by the following equation:

Uðp; r; c; tÞ ¼ ðCðk; c; pÞ �Cðkþ 1; c; pÞÞ � e�Dðk;c;rÞ�ðt�tðk;cÞÞ

þCðkþ 1; c; pÞ:
(1)

2.2 Model of Environment

We group tasks with similar computational requirements
into task types and machines with similar performance
capabilities into machine types. We model a heterogeneous
environment, where the execution times of different task
types may vary across the different machine types. We
assume we are given an Estimated Time to Compute (ETC)
matrix, where ETCði; jÞ is the estimated time to compute a
task of type i on a machine of type j. This is a common
assumption in the resource management literature [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14]. For simulation purposes, we use a syn-
thetic workload as described in Section 6.3, but in practice,
one could use historical data to obtain such information
[11], [13]. We model special-purpose and general-purpose
machines. The special-purpose machine types have the abil-
ity to execute certain task types much faster than the gen-
eral-purpose machine types, but may be incapable of
executing other task types. Further details are in Section 6.3.

We model a dynamic environment where tasks arrive
throughout a 24 hour period. The scheduler does not know
the arrival time, utility function, or type of each task until
the task arrives. The system is composed of dedicated com-
pute resources with a workload large enough to create an
oversubscribed environment. We assume that the tasks in
the workload are independent (no inter-task communica-
tion is required) and serial (each task executes on a single
machine). For scheduling purposes we do not consider the
pre-emption of tasks. We do, however, allow tasks to be
dropped prior to execution (see Section 4.4).

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Our goal is to design resource management techniques to
maximize the overall system utility achieved in an oversub-
scribed heterogeneous environment. To solve this problem,
we devise twelve heuristics to perform the scheduling oper-
ations and design a metric using utility functions to mea-
sure the performance of schedulers. Once a task arrives, we
can calculate the completion time of the task based on the
resource to which it is mapped. Using the completion time
of task i, denoted tcompletionðiÞ, and the task’s utility function
parameters (namely, pðiÞ; rðiÞ; and cðiÞ), the utility earned
by the task can be calculated using Equation (1) to obtain

Fig. 2. Utility function for a fixed priority level, urgency level, and utility
class, showing the decay in utility for a task after its arrival time t. The
tis represent the duration of the different intervals in the utility class of
task i. The last interval extends to infinity.
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UðpðiÞ; rðiÞ; cðiÞ; tcompletionðiÞÞ. Let VðtendÞ be the set of tasks

that have completed execution by time tend. The goal of our
resource management procedures is to maximize the total
utility that can be earned by the system over the 24 hour
period and is computed using:

UsystemðtendÞ ¼
X

i2VðtendÞ
UðpðiÞ; rðiÞ; cðiÞ; tcompletionðiÞÞ: (2)

4 RESOURCE MANAGEMENT POLICIES

4.1 Overview

The scheduling problem, in general, has been shown to be
NP-complete [15], and therefore it is common to use heuris-
tics to solve this problem. Any time when a decision has to
be made to assign a task to a machine we call a mapping
event. The two types of dynamic heuristics (also known as
online heuristics [16]) we use, immediate-mode heuristics
and batch-mode heuristics, differ in the method that a map-
ping event is triggered and in the set of tasks that can be
scheduled during a mapping event.

In immediate-mode heuristics, a mapping event occurs
when a task arrives. The only exception to this is when the
execution of the previous mapping event has not finished
before the arrival of the next task. In that case, the trigger
time for the next mapping event is delayed until the previ-
ous mapping event finishes execution. The immediate-
mode heuristics assign the new task to some machine
queue. Once the task is put in the machine queue it cannot
be remapped. We design and evaluate seven immediate-
mode heuristics.

In batch-mode heuristics, typically mapping events are
triggered after fixed time intervals or a fixed number of task
arrivals. If the previous mapping event has not completed
execution, the trigger time of the next mapping event is
delayed until the previous mapping event finishes execu-
tion. We refer to the task that is next in-line for execution on
a machine queue as a pending task. We refer to the part of
the machine queues that do not include the executing and
the pending tasks as the virtual queues of the scheduler.
Fig. 3 shows tasks waiting in the virtual queues of an exam-
ple system with four machines. The batch-mode heuristics
make mapping decisions for both the tasks that have
arrived since the last mapping event and the tasks that are
waiting in the virtual queues. This set of tasks is the called

the mappable tasks. The batch-mode heuristics (unlike
immediate-mode heuristics) have the capability to re-map
tasks in the virtual queues of scheduler. The batch-mode
heuristics do not re-map pending tasks so the machine does
not become idle when its executing task completes. The sim-
ulation results in Section 7 show that the batch-mode heu-
ristics have a significant advantage because they have more
information available while making a mapping decision (as
they consider a set of tasks). Furthermore they can alter
those decisions in the future by remapping tasks when
additional information becomes available. We design and
evaluate five batch-mode heuristics.

4.2 Immediate-Mode Heuristics

4.2.1 Naive Immediate-Mode Heuristics

The first two immediate-mode heuristics do not consider
the execution time estimates of different task types on
machine types, nor the ready-times of the machines (the
times that the machines finish execution of their already
queued tasks). These heuristics are used as baseline heuris-
tics for comparison purposes. We refer to these heuristics as
the naive immediate-mode heuristics.

The Random heuristic assigns the newly arrived task to a
random machine on which it can execute (i.e., not a special-
purpose machine where it cannot execute). The Round-
Robin heuristic assigns the incoming tasks in a round-robin
fashion. The machines are listed in a randomized order and
this ordering is kept fixed. The first task that arrives for a
mapping event is assigned to the first machine (on which it
can execute), the next incoming task is assigned to the next
machine (on which it can execute), and so on.

4.2.2 Smart Immdediate-Mode Heuristics

We refer to the next five heuristics as the smart immedi-
ate-mode heuristics. The results in Section 7 show that
these heuristics perform better than the naive immediate-
mode heuristics.

The Maximum Utility heuristic is based on the Minimum
Completion Time heuristic from the literature [7], [17], [18],
[19], [20]. The heuristic assigns a newly arrived task to the
machine that would complete it soonest. We model mono-
tonically-decreasing utility functions and, thus, the machine
that completes the task the earliest is also the machine that
earns the highest utility from the task. This heuristic
accounts not only for the execution time of the task on
machines, but also the ready-time of the machines.

The Maximum Utility-Per-Time (Max UPT) heuristic
computes the utility a newly arrived task can earn on each
machine divided by its execution time on that machine. It
then assigns the task to the machine that maximizes “utility
earned / execution time.” The reasoning behind this is to
earn highest utility per time in an oversubscribed system.

We design two heuristics based on the Minimum Exe-
cution Time (MET) heuristic [7], [17], [18]. The Minimum
Execution Time-Random (MET-Random) heuristic first
finds the set of machines that belong to the machine type
that can execute the newly-arrived task the fastest (ignor-
ing machine ready time). Among those machines, it
assigns the task to a random machine. The Minimum Exe-
cution Time-Max Util (MET-Max Util) heuristic also finds

Fig. 3. Machine queues of a sample system with four machines. The
tasks in the executing and pending slots are not eligible to be re-
mapped, whereas the tasks in the virtual queue section of the machine
queues can be re-mapped. This only applies to the batch-mode
heuristics.
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the set of machines belonging to the minimum execution
time machine type for the newly arrived task, but picks
the machine among them that minimizes completion time
(which also maximizes utility).

The K-Best Types heuristic is based on the K-Percent Best
heuristic, introduced in [7] and used in [18], [21], [22], [23].
The idea is to try combining the benefits of the MET heuris-
tic and the Max Util heuristic. The K-Best Types heuristic
first finds theK-best machine types that have the lowest exe-
cution times for the current task. Among the machines of
these machine types, it then picks the machine that mini-
mizes completion time (which also maximizes utility). By
using different values of K, we can control the extent to
which the heuristic is biased towards MET-Max Util or Max
Util. We empirically determine the best value ofK.

4.3 Batch-Mode Heuristics

The Min-Min Completion Time (Min-Min Comp) heuristic is
based on the concept of the two-stage Min-Min heuristic that
has been widely used (e.g., [6], [7], [18], [19], [20], [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26], [27]). In the first stage, the heuristic indepen-
dently finds for each mappable task the machine that can
complete it the soonest. In the second stage, the heuristic picks
from all the task-machine pairs (of the first stage) the pair that
has the earliest completion time. The heuristic assigns the task
to that machine, removes that task from the set of mappable
tasks, updates the ready-time of that machine, and repeats
this process iteratively until all tasks are mapped. This batch-
mode heuristic is computationally efficient because it explic-
itly does not perform any utility calculations.

The Sufferage heuristic concept introduced in [7] and
used in, for example, [6], [19], [22], [24], [25], [28], [29],
attempts to assign tasks to their maximum utility machine.
Ties are broken in favor of the tasks that would “suffer” the
most if they did not get their maximum utility machine. In
the first stage, the heuristic calculates for each mappable
task a sufferage value, i.e., the difference between the best
and the second-best utility values that the task could possi-
bly earn. In the second stage, tasks are assigned to their max-
imum utility machines. If multiple tasks request the same
machine, then the task that has the highest sufferage value is
assigned to that machine. Assigned tasks are removed from
the mappable tasks set, ready-times of machines updated,
and the process repeated until all tasks are mapped.

The Max-Max Utility (Max-Max Util) heuristic is also a
two-stage heuristic, like the Min-Min Comp heuristic. The
difference is that in each stage Max-Max Util maximizes
utility, as opposed to minimizing completion time. In the
first stage, this heuristic finds task-machine pairs that are
identical to those found in the first stage of the Min-Min
Comp heuristic, because of the monotonically-decreasing
utility functions. In the second stage, the decisions made by
Max-Max Util may differ from those of Min-Min Comp.
This is because in the second stage, the Max-Max Util heu-
ristic picks the maximum utility choice among the different
task-machine pairs, and the utility earned depends both on
the completion time and the task’s specific utility function.

The Max-Max Utility-Per-Time (Max-Max UPT) heuristic
is similar to the Max-Max Util heuristic. The difference
being that in each stage Max-Max UPT maximizes “utility

earned / execution time,” as opposed to maximizing utility.
As mentioned before, this heuristic attempts to maximize
utility earned by a task while minimizing the time it uses
computational resources. Completing tasks sooner is help-
ful in an oversubscribed system.

The MET-Max Util-Max UPT heuristic is similar to the
Max-Max UPT heuristic with a difference in the first stage. In
the first stage, this heuristic pairs each taskwith theminimum
completion time machine among the machines that belong to
its minimum execution time machine type. Therefore, for a
task, this batch-mode heuristic performs utility calculations
only for a subset of the machines (i.e., those machines that
belong to themachine type that executes this task the fastest).

4.4 Dropping Low-Utility Tasks

In an oversubscribed environment, it is not possible to earn
significant utility from all tasks. We introduce the ability to
drop low-utility earning tasks while making mapping deci-
sions. Dropping a task means that it will never be mapped to
any machine (unless the user resubmits it). The motivation
for doing this is to reduce the wait times (i.e., increase the
achieved utility) of the other (higher-utility earning) tasks
that are queued in the system. In practice, we expect that pol-
icy decisions will determine the extent to which this tech-
nique is applied, and that it will only be used in extreme
situations. The extent of dropping is a tunable parameter
that can be varied based on the system oversubscription
level. The goal is to drop tasks that would earn less utility
than a pre-set threshold, referred to as the dropping thresh-
old. In this study, for each simulation, the dropping thresh-
old is fixed at a particular value. The model can be extended
to have a dropping threshold that varies based on the current
or expected system load. We use different methods to drop
tasks in the immediate-mode and the batch-mode heuristics.

For the immediate-mode heuristics, the decision to drop
a task is made after the heuristic determines the machine
queue in which to map the task. We can compute the com-
pletion time of the task on this machine and the utility
that this task will earn. If the utility earned by this task is
less than the dropping threshold, we do not assign the task
to the machine, and drop it from any further consideration.
If the utility earned is greater than or equal to the dropping
threshold, the task is placed on the machine queue as
decided by the heuristic.

For the batch-mode heuristics, the decision to drop a
task requires more computation because of the possibility
of the task being remapped to another machine in a subse-
quent mapping event. Before calling the heuristic, for each
mappable task, we determine the maximum possible utility
that the task could earn on any machine assuming it could
start execution immediately after the pending task. If this
utility is less than the dropping threshold, we drop this
task from the set of mappable tasks. If it is not less than the
threshold, the task continues to stay in the set of mappable
tasks and the batch-mode heuristic performs its allocation
decisions.

In addition to the dropping operation, for the batch-
mode heuristics, we implement a technique to permute
tasks that are at the head of the virtual queues of the
machines, but this did not improve performance. This
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technique is described in Appendix A, which can be found
on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TC.2014.2360513.

5 RELATED WORK

Numerous studies have proposed heuristics to solve the
problem of performing resource management in dynamic
heterogeneous computing environments (e.g., [6], [7], [22],
[23]). Few of them, however, optimize for the total utility
that the system earns. In a survey of utility function based
resource management [2], the authors point out that in an
oversubscribed system it is preferable to use utility accrual
algorithms for performing scheduling decisions because
these have the ability to pick and execute tasks that are
more important to the system (earn high utility). Additional
research explores developing a framework for measuring
the productivity of supercomputers [30]. They propose a
metric for productivity that is the ratio of the utility earned
by completing a task to the cost of doing this operation. Pos-
sible shapes for the utility-time and the cost-time curves of a
task are discussed. The authors also mention the possible
interpretations of “utility” and “cost.” Similar to our work,
they consider only monotonically-decreasing utility-time
functions. Our work enhances this by parameterizing the
shape of the utility functions and designing resource man-
agement techniques to maximize the aggregate utility.

Value functions (similar to utility functions) are used in
systems with processes running on symmetric, shared-
memory multi-processors (SMP) with one to four process-
ing elements [1]. Each process has a value function associ-
ated with it that specifies the value earned by the system
depending on when it completes execution of that process.
The scheduler can consider the arrival times of tasks to
make current scheduling decisions. Moreover, the processes
can be periodic. This is in contrast to our model where the
scheduler has no prior knowledge of the arrival time of the
tasks. The paper presents two algorithms that make deci-
sions based on value density (value divided by processing
time) and shows that these algorithms perform better than
scheduling algorithms that consider either only deadlines
or only execution times (ignoring the utility earned). This is
similar to some of our heuristics that use utility-per-time.
Unlike our environment, they consider homogeneous proc-
essing elements. Other systems using similar value func-
tions have also been examined [31], [32].

Kim et al. define tasks with three soft deadlines [22]. The
actual completion time of the task is compared to the soft
deadlines to obtain a deadline factor. The deadline factor is
multiplied with the priority of a task to calculate the actual
“value” that is earned for completing the task. Dynamic
heuristics are used to maximize the total value that can be
earned by mapping the tasks to machines. Although tasks
can have different priorities, the degradation curve for the
value of a task is always a step-curve with the steps occur-
ring at the soft deadlines. In our model, each task can have
its own utility function shape and the utility decays expo-
nentially. Also, we model special-purpose machine and
task types, have different arrival patterns for the different
kinds of tasks, and experiment with dropping low utility-
earning tasks in our oversubscribed system.

The concepts of utility functions have been used in real-
time systems for scheduling tasks [3], [4]. The problem of
scheduling non-preemptive and mutually independent
tasks on a single processor has been examined [3]. In that
study, each task has a time value function that gives the
task’s contribution at its completion time. The goal is to
order the execution of the tasks on the single processor to
maximize the cumulative contribution from the tasks. Ana-
lytical methods have been used to create performance fea-
tures and optimize them [4]. In that study, all jobs have the
same shape for their utility functions, as opposed to our
study where every task can have a different shape for its
utility function. Although these papers address the maximi-
zation of total utility earned, the environment of a single
processor versus our environment of a heterogeneous dis-
tributed system makes solution techniques significantly dif-
ferent for the two cases.

In [5], the users of a homogeneous high performance
computing system can draw arbitrary shapes for utility
functions for the jobs they submit. The users decide the level
of accuracy in modeling the utility functions. The work in
[5] uses a genetic algorithm to solve the problem of maxi-
mizing utility. The average execution time of the algorithm
is 8,900 seconds. In our study, scheduling decisions are
made at much smaller intervals (after a minute in the case
of the batch-mode heuristics). Furthermore, we assume a
heterogeneous computing system, as opposed to the homo-
geneous computing system that they model.

6 SIMULATION SETUP

6.1 Overview

In this study, we simulate a heterogeneous computing
environment where a workload of tasks arrive dynami-
cally. To model the execution time characteristics of the
workload, we use an Estimated Time to Compute matrix
(as described in Section 2.2). To completely describe the
workload, we need to determine each task’s utility func-
tion parameters, task type, and arrival time. In this sec-
tion, we explain how we generate these parameters for
our simulations based on the expectations for future environ-
ments of DOE and DoD interest.

Each experiment discussed in Section 7 has its results
averaged over 50 simulation trials. Each trial has a new
workload of tasks (with different utility functions, task
types, and arrival times). Each trial models a different com-
pute environment by using different values for the entries
of the ETC matrix. We now describe our method of generat-
ing these values for each of the trials.

6.2 Generating Utility Functions

For each task in the workload, we need to assign the three
parameters to describe its utility function (i.e., priority,
urgency, and utility class). As mentioned in Section 2.1.2,
we have four possibilities for each of these parameters. We
model four utility classes in this study because these are
representative of the expected workload at ESSC. In our
simulations, a task’s utility class is chosen uniformly at ran-
dom among the four classes modeled. Fig. 4 illustrates the
utility functions obtained by using the four utility classes
that we used in this study for a fixed priority level and a
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fixed urgency level. The length of the first interval during
which the utility value does not decay is represented by “F”
in the figure. It is dependent on the urgency level of the task
as well as the average execution time of the task. Appendix
B, available in the online supplemental material, gives the
method for its computation. Appendix C, available in the
online supplemental material, gives the values used to cre-
ate the four utility classes.

In our simulations, the priority and urgency levels of a
task are set based on a joint probability distribution that is
representative of DOE/DoD environments. Appendix D,
available in the online supplemental material, shows this
probability distribution as a matrix. The model results in
most tasks having medium and low priorities with medium
and low urgencies, and a few important tasks having critical
and high priorities with extreme and high urgencies.

The values of maximum utility set by the various priority
levels are: pðcriticalÞ ¼ 8, pðhighÞ ¼ 4, pðmediumÞ ¼ 2, and
pðlowÞ ¼ 1. We also experimented with a different set of
values for the priority levels: pðcriticalÞ ¼ 1;000, pðhighÞ ¼
100, pðmediumÞ ¼ 10, and pðlowÞ ¼ 1. The exponential
decay rates for the various urgency levels are: rðextremeÞ ¼
0:6, rðhighÞ ¼ 0:2, rðmediumÞ ¼ 0:1, and rðlowÞ ¼ 0:01.
These priority and urgency values are based on the needs of
the ESSC.

6.3 Generating Estimated Time
to Compute Matrices

In our simulation environment, we group together tasks
that have similar execution time characteristics into task
types, and machines that have similar performance capabili-
ties into machine types. We model 100 task types and 13
machine types. In our simulations, the procedure by which
we assign tasks to task types is described in Section 6.4. We
model an environment consisting of 100 machines, where
each machine belongs to one of 13 machine types. Among
these 13 machine types, four are special-purpose machine
types while the remaining are general-purpose machine
types. We model the special-purpose machine types as
having the capability of executing certain task types (which
are special to them) approximately ten times faster than on
the general-purpose machine types. These special-purpose

machine types, however, lack the ability to execute the other
task types. In our environment, three to five task types were
special on each special-purpose machine type.

We use techniques from the Coefficient of Variation
(COV) method [33] to generate the entries of the ETC
matrix. The mean value of execution time on the general-
purpose and the special-purpose machine types is set to 10
minutes and one minute, respectively. Complete details
about our parameters for generating ETC matrices are
described in Appendix E, available in the online supple-
mental material. The appendix also discusses how we dis-
tribute the 100 machines among the 13 machine types.

In this study, the task type of a task is not correlated to
the worth of the task to the system, and therefore is not
related to the utility function of the task. The task type only
controls the execution time characteristics of the task.

6.4 Generating the Arrival Pattern of Tasks

To generate the arrival times of the tasks in the simulation,
we use different arrival patterns for the special-purpose and
the general-purpose task types. The goal of our arrival pat-
tern generation is to closely model expected workloads of
DOE and DoD interest. Our simulation models the arrival
and mapping of tasks for a 24 hour period. Real-world over-
subscribed systems rarely start with empty queues, so we
simulate the arrival and mapping of tasks for 26 hours, and
exclude the first two hours of data from result calculations.
The initial two hours serve to bring the system up to steady-
state. We calculate all of our results (utility earned, average
heuristic execution time, number of dropped tasks, etc.) for
the duration of 24 hours (i.e., from the end of the 2nd to the
end of the 26th hour). Based on the estimated level of over-
subscription for the DOE/DoD environments of future
interest, we simulated 33,000 task arrivals during a 24 hour
period. To examine the impact on performance if the system
were extremely oversubscribed, we also experimented with
50,000 tasks arriving in a day.

Before we generate the arrival patterns for the special-
purpose and the general-purpose tasks types, we first find a
mean arrival rate of tasks for every task type (irrespective of
special-purpose or general-purpose). We find the estimated
number of tasks of each task type that will arrive during the
day by sampling from a Gaussian distribution. The mean
for this distribution is the ratio of the desired number of
tasks to arrive (33,000 or 50,000) to the number of task types
in the system. The variance is set to 1=10th of the mean. We
obtain the mean arrival rate of a task type by dividing the
estimated number of tasks of this task type that are to arrive
during the period by 24 hours. The mean arrival rate of
each task type is used to generate arrival rate patterns (that
have different arrival rates during the 24 hours), based on
whether it is a special-purpose or a general-purpose task
type. For the general-purpose task types, we use a sinusoi-
dal pattern for the arrival rate. For the special-purpose task
types, we use a bursty arrival rate pattern. Appendix E,
available in the online supplemental material, discusses
how we create the arrival pattern for a general-purpose or
special-purpose task type, and use this arrival rate pattern
of a task type to obtain the actual number and arrival times
of the tasks belonging to that task type.

Fig. 4. The utility functions of the four utility classes (A, B, C, and D) used
in this study shown at fixed priority and urgency levels showing the
decay in utility for a task after its arrival time t. The duration of its first
interval during which the utility value remains constant is represented by
F on the x-axis.
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7 SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

7.1 Overview

As mentioned in the previous section, we generate 50 simu-
lation trials for each experiment that we describe in this sec-
tion. All bar charts in this section have results averaged
over the 50 trials with error bars showing 95 percent confi-
dence intervals. For the batch-mode heuristics, the next
mapping event occurs after both of the following conditions
have been met: a time interval of one minute has passed
since the last mapping event and the execution of the previ-
ous mapping event has finished. Later in this section, we
show results with different methods of triggering batch-
mode mapping events.

To make a fair comparison across the two levels of over-
subscription, it is important to analyze the performance of a
heuristic as a percentage of the maximum possible utility
that could be achieved in that oversubscription level. The
value of maximum utility bound that can be earned is calcu-
lated by summing the utility values achieved if all tasks
were assumed to begin execution on their minimum execu-
tion time machine as soon as they arrive. We consider only
tasks whose completion times are within the 24 hour period.
The values of the maximum utility bound averaged across
the 50 trials in the 33,000 and 50,000 tasks arriving per day
cases are 65,051 and 98,708, respectively. First, we compare
the performance of the various heuristics with the two lev-
els of oversubscription. We then explore the effect of drop-
ping tasks with different levels of dropping thresholds.

The best value of K for the K-Best Types heuristic was
empirically found to be K¼1 machine type in our environ-
ment. At K¼1, the K-Best Types performs the same map-
ping decisions as the MET-Max Util heuristic. We therefore
do not show the results from this heuristic.

7.2 Preliminary Results

Fig. 5 shows the performance of the different heuristics in
terms of the percentage of maximum utility earned with the
two levels of oversubscription. Irrespective of the oversub-
scription level, we observe that the naive immediate-mode
heuristics always perform poorly compared to the smart
immediate-mode heuristics. This is because the naive heuris-
tics do not consider ETC information, machine ready-times,
and the utility earned by a task on the various machines. The
batch-mode heuristics always perform significantly better
than the smart immediate-mode heuristics. This is because
the batch-mode heuristics not only consider machine ready-
times, but also have the ability to schedule a set of tasks and
re-map tasks that are in the virtual queues. Most of the
batch-mode heuristics are able to use this to their advantage
and move any high utility-earning task that may have just
arrived to the front of the virtual queues in the next mapping
event. With the immediate-mode heuristics, the newly-
arrived high utility-earning tasks would be queued behind
other tasks, and by the time they get an opportunity to exe-
cute, their utility may have decayed significantly. With the
33,000 tasks per day case, on average, the batch-mode heuris-
tics gave an improvement of approximately 250 percent
compared to the smart immediate-mode heuristics.

Comparing the percentage of maximum utility earned by
the heuristics for the two levels of oversubscription shows
that higher oversubscription makes it harder to earn the
maximum possible utility. The actual utility earned by a
heuristic in the 50,000 tasks per day case will typically be
higher than that in the 33,000 tasks per day case. For exam-
ple, the utility earned by Min-Min Comp in the 33,000 tasks
per day case is 53.13 percent of 65,051 ¼ 34,555, and in the
50,000 tasks per day case is 41.26 percent of 98,708 ¼ 40,726.

Fig. 5. Percentage of maximum utility earned by all the heuristics under two levels of oversubscription: 33,000 tasks arriving within a day, and 50,000
tasks arriving within a day. No tasks were dropped in these cases. The utility earned value (as opposed to the percentage of maximum utility earned)
by a heuristic in the 50,000 tasks per day case will typically be higher than that in the 33,000 tasks per day case.
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Even though for both levels of oversubscription we consider
the utility earned by the system only for the 24 hour dura-
tion, the higher oversubscription rate allows a heuristic to
select more higher utility earning tasks, and therefore earn
higher utility.

The Max Util and Max UPT immediate-mode heuristics
earn most of their utility from the special-purpose
machines. This is because the special-purpose machines are
able to quickly execute the tasks assigned to them (i.e., spe-
cial-purpose tasks) and these machines are not oversub-
scribed. As a result, a task assigned to a special-purpose
machine begins execution quickly and is able to earn high
utility. In contrast, the general-purpose machines have long
queues of tasks and therefore the tasks assigned to them
usually earn very low utility by the time they finish execu-
tion. MET-Random and MET-Max Util alleviate this prob-
lem by assigning tasks to machines where they execute the
fastest. This allows these heuristics to earn utility from the
general-purpose machines as well.

The performance of many batch-mode heuristics is
severely affected by the increase in the oversubscription
level. The higher oversubscription results in more tasks
being present in the batch during the mapping events. With
an increase in the size of the batch, the batch-mode heuris-
tics take considerably longer to perform each mapping
event. This leads to triggering fewer mapping events
(because a new mapping event cannot begin until the previ-
ous one completes). Fig. 7 shows the total number of map-
ping events for the batch-mode heuristics under the two
levels of oversubscription. The total number of mapping
events are partitioned into two sections: those triggered at
the time interval of one minute and those initiated when the
execution of the previous mapping event took longer than
one minute. We observe that the batch-mode heuristics
(other than Min-Min Comp in 33,000 tasks per day case)
have fewer mapping events being triggered than the
expected amount (namely, 1,440 if they were all triggered
after one minute). With fewer mapping events, it takes lon-
ger for the high utility-earning tasks to be moved up to the
front of the virtual queues and the delay may cause their
utility values to decay significantly. Min-Min Comp exe-
cutes faster than the other batch-mode heuristics because it
does not perform any explicit utility calculations. MET-Max
Util-Max UPT also executes relatively quickly because it
performs utility calculations only for a subset of the
machines. Max-Max Util and Max-Max UPT earn very low
utility in the 50,000 tasks per day case because they have
only 200 mapping events being triggered during the day. In
contrast to the batch-mode heuristics, the immediate-mode
heuristics execute quickly, and as a result, even in the case
where 50,000 tasks arrive during the day, they have approx-
imately 50,000 mapping events with only 0.5 percent of
those on average (250 out of 50,000) being initiated as a
result of the heuristic execution of the previous mapping
event taking longer than the arrival time of the next task.

Picking the minimum execution time machine type for a
task is automatically providing load balancing in our envi-
ronment. The MET-type heuristics (both immediate-mode
and batch-mode) are performing particularly well because
of the high heterogeneity modeled in our environment. If
we had a variation in our environment where the workload

includes many task types that perform best on a select few
machines, these MET-type heuristics would assign all of
those tasks only to these few machines resulting in long
machine queues on these fast machines, where the wait
time of a task would negate the faster execution time. Our
level of heterogeneity is modeled based on the expectations
for future environments of DOE and DoD interest.

7.3 Results with Dropping Tasks

As mentioned in Section 4.4, we implement techniques in
the immediate-mode and batch-mode heuristics to drop
tasks that earn utility values less than a dropping threshold.
We experiment with six levels for the dropping threshold: 0
(which is equivalent to no dropping), 0.05, 0.5, 1.5, 3, and 5.
These are chosen based on our system model, including the
values of maximum utility for the various priority levels,
i.e., 8, 4, 2, and 1. We run simulations with all the heuristics
using the six dropping thresholds for the two cases of over-
subscription. In Fig. 6, we show the results for the 50,000
tasks per day case. The results of the 33,000 oversubscrip-
tion level show similar trends, and are discussed in Appen-
dix G, available in the online supplemental material. The
heuristics significantly benefit from the dropping operation.
For almost all heuristics, the utility earned increases as we
increase our dropping threshold from 0 to 1.5. With a drop-
ping threshold of 1.5, all the low priority tasks are dropped
because their starting utility is 1. This may be undesirable in
general, but for our oversubscribed system this results in
the best performance. The average computation capability
of our environment is such that approximately 26,000 tasks
can execute in the 24-hour period (based on the average exe-
cution time of each task on each machine). Our dropping
operation lets us pick the best 26,000 tasks to execute to
maximize the total utility that can be earned. Based on a dif-
ferent system model and administrative policies one may
set the specific levels of dropping thresholds differently.

The immediate-mode heuristics do not have the ability to
move newly arrived high-utility earning tasks to the head
of the queue because they are not allowed to remap queued
tasks. The dropping operation benefits the immediate-mode
heuristics by clearing the machine queues of the lower-util-
ity-earning tasks, which allows the other queued tasks to
execute sooner and earn higher utility. This helps the imme-
diate-mode heuristics to earn utility from the general-pur-
pose machines. The special-purpose machines were not
oversubscribed and therefore there is no significant increase
in performance from these machines because of the drop-
ping operation. At the best dropping threshold, i.e., 1.5,
Max Util and Max UPT have an approximately 450% perfor-
mance improvement compared to the no dropping case.
The performance of these two heuristics becomes compara-
ble to that of the batch-mode heuristics. As we increase the
dropping threshold beyond 1.5, we drop too many tasks
from our system and earn less utility overall.

There are two main reasons why the batch-mode heuris-
tics benefit from the dropping operation. The first is that the
dropping operation helps them reduce the size of their
batch during each mapping event by dropping tasks that
would only be able to earn low utility. This makes the map-
ping events execute faster and results in more mapping
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events. For the batch-mode heuristics, in all cases where
some level of dropping was implemented, all of the 1440
mapping events were triggered. With the increase in the
number of mapping events, the batch-mode heuristics are
able to service high utility-earning tasks faster. This causes
the improvement in performance in the dropping at 0.05
case compared to the no dropping case. The second reason
the batch-mode heuristics benefit from the dropping opera-
tion is the prevention of low utility-earning tasks from
blocking the pending and the executing slots of the
machines. When tasks are arriving, there may be periods
when most of the arriving tasks are neither critical nor high

priority tasks. During this time period, other lower priority
tasks get the opportunity to fill into the pending slots of the
machines. If there is a burst of critical or high priority tasks
after this period, these higher-priority tasks will have to wait
in queue behind the lower priority task in the pending slot,
because the pending slot tasks cannot be re-mapped. By
dropping the lower priority tasks, we do not block the pend-
ing (and hence the executing) slots and when the high util-
ity-earning tasks arrive they get to quickly start execution
and provide higher utility to the system. This causes the per-
formance improvement for batch-mode heuristics with fur-
ther dropping beyond 0.05. Similar to the immediate-mode

Fig. 7. The number of mapping events initiated either because the one minute time interval has passed since the last mapping event or because the
previous mapping event finished execution after one minute are shown for five batch-mode heuristics with the two levels of oversubscription: 33,000
tasks arriving within a day, and 50,000 tasks arriving within a day. No tasks were dropped in these cases.

Fig. 6. Percentage of maximum utility earned earned by all the heuristics for the different dropping thresholds with the oversubscription level of
50,000 tasks arriving during the day. The average maximum utility bound for this oversubscription level is 98,708.
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heuristics, dropping thresholds greater than 1.5 drop too
many tasks.

Max-Max Util, Max-Max UPT, and MET-Max Util-Max
UPT maximize the utility earned and push low utility-earn-
ing tasks to the back of the queue. Thus, for these heuristics,
the main advantage of dropping is to reduce the size of the
batch, allowing more mapping events.

The dropping operation also helps to make the Min-Min
Comp and Sufferage heuristics more utility-aware, and we
get the biggest performance improvement by increasing the
dropping threshold to 1.5 (even though the dropping
threshold at 0.05 triggered all 1,440 mapping events).

In all cases where some level of dropping is imple-
mented, almost all of the heuristics earn similar values of
utility from the special-purpose machines because these
machines are not oversubscribed. Utility earned from spe-
cial-purpose machines decreases with dropping thresholds
of 1.5 and higher because proportionally the number of spe-
cial-purpose tasks become fewer. As the special-purpose
machines are not oversubscribed, one could get higher per-
formance from the system by having two separate dropping
thresholds: one for special-purpose tasks and the other for
general-purpose tasks.

Although the smart immediate-mode heuristics can earn
utility comparable to the batch-mode heuristics, their per-
formance is very sensitive to the value of the dropping
threshold. For the immediate-mode heuristics, the dropping
threshold parameter needs to be tuned based on the starting
utility values for the different priority levels, arrival pattern
of the tasks, degree of oversubscription of the environment,
etc., because the immediate-mode heuristics rely on the
dropping threshold to empty the machine queues. In con-
trast, the mechanism by which the dropping operation
helps batch-mode heuristics such as Max-Max Util, Max-
Max UPT, and MET-Max Util-Max UPT is different, i.e., it
increases the number of mapping events. The performance
of these batch-mode heuristics is less sensitive to the value
of the dropping threshold.

The MET-based heuristics, i.e., MET-Random, MET-
Max Util, and MET-Max Util-Max UPT, earn less utility
compared to the other heuristics at a dropping threshold
of 1.5. At this dropping threshold, all the low priority tasks
are dropped from the system, and they account for approx-
imately 53 percent of tasks (see Appendix D, available
in the online supplemental material). Therefore, with a
1.5 dropping threshold the degree of oversubscription
reduces significantly. The MET-based heuristics assign
tasks to the machines that belong to the best execution
time machine type. As a result, these heuristics hurt their
case at this dropping threshold by oversubscribing certain
machines. This causes them to drop more tasks (because
tasks wait longer) compared to the other heuristics and
earn less utility overall. The effect of increased oversub-
scription by the MET-based heuristics is not apparent at
the 0.5 and 3 dropping thresholds because at these drop-
ping thresholds the system is much more oversubscribed
and undersubscribed, respectively.

For dropping thresholds 1.5 and above, most heuristics
earn similar amounts of total utility (except naive heuristics
and the MET-based heuristics). At these dropping thresh-
olds, only tasks of higher priority levels are executing on

the machines (as tasks with lower priority levels have start-
ing utility values less than the dropping threshold) and as a
result the degree of oversubscription is reduced. The non-
dropped tasks start execution as soon as they arrive because
machines are idle most of the time, and therefore, all heuris-
tics earn similar levels of utility.

The average mapping event execution times for the heu-
ristics in both levels of oversubscription at a 0.5 dropping
threshold are in Appendix G, available in the online supple-
mental material. Results of experiments with the maximum
utility values for the priority levels set at 1000, 100, 10, and 1
are discussed in Appendix H, available in the online supple-
mental material.

7.4 Triggering Batch-Mode Mapping Events

The ability of the batch-mode heuristics to update the
machine queues with a high utility-earning task that may
have arrived recently provides a distinct advantage.We now
study the effect of varying the size of the batch by exploring
other possibilities for triggering the next mapping event. We
examine a technique to trigger batch-mode mapping events
based on a combination of time interval and number of tasks
that have arrived since the last mapping event. A mapping
event will be triggered when either of the above (time inter-
val or number of tasks) occur, or after the previous mapping
execution if it takes longer. These studies are performed
using the 0.5 dropping threshold and 50,000 tasks per day
case.We experiment with the following five triggering cases:
(1) number of tasks: 1; (2) number of tasks: 2, or time interval:
0.0576 minutes; (3) number of tasks: 35, or time interval:
1 minute; (4) number of tasks: 70, or time interval: 2 minutes;
(5) number of tasks: 347, or time interval: 10 minutes. For
each case, the time intervals are chosen to approximate the
corresponding estimated number of task arrivals. These
experiment parameters are set based on our simulation envi-
ronment. One could perform such tests with different values
for the parameters based on other environments.

Fig. 8 shows the performance of the Max-Max UPT heu-
ristic with the different cases of triggering. The other batch-
mode heuristics show similar trends as the Max-Max UPT
heuristic. In all five triggering cases mentioned above and
for all of the batch-mode heuristics, the average execution
time of a mapping event with a dropping threshold of 0.5 is
under 350 milliseconds.

Fig. 8. Percentage of maximum utility earned by the Max-Max UPT heu-
ristic for the different cases of triggering batch-mode mapping events.
The other batch-mode heuristics show similar trends.
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The best performance is obtained when mapping events
trigger every time a new task arrives. The batch-mode heu-
ristics were able to execute 50,000 mapping events because
we are using a dropping threshold of 0.5 and this makes the
heuristics execute quickly. The performance benefit is due
to the heuristics using new information to quickly re-map
tasks. However, the increase in performance is small
because very few tasks among the newly arrived tasks
would be critical or high priority tasks. It is usually the high
utility-earning tasks that change the mapping of the previ-
ously mapped tasks. As mentioned in Appendix D, avail-
able in the online supplemental material, on average
approximately 4 and 11 percent of tasks are critical and high
priority tasks, respectively. Therefore, after a minute or after
35 task arrivals, there would probably be approximately one
critical and four high priority tasks among the newly arrived
tasks. Scheduling these as soon as they arrive instead of
waiting for less than a minute provides only a marginal
increase in the total performance.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we develop a flexible metric that uses utility
functions to compare the performance of resource alloca-
tion heuristics in an oversubscribed heterogeneous com-
puting environment where tasks arrive dynamically
throughout a 24 hour period. We model this type of envi-
ronment based on the needs of the ESSC at ORNL. We
design and analyze the performance of seven immediate-
mode heuristics and five batch-mode heuristics in our sim-
ulated environment based on the total utility they could
earn during a one day time period. We observe that with-
out the ability to drop tasks, the naive immediate-mode
heuristics perform poorly compared to the smart immedi-
ate-mode heuristics, which in turn perform poorly com-
pared to the batch-mode heuristics. Among the batch-
mode heuristics, Max-Max UPT and MET-Max Util-Max
UPT perform the best. This is because these batch-mode
heuristics consider the minimization of the execution time
of the task in addition to maximizing utility. This is helpful
in an oversubscribed highly heterogeneous environment.
Dropping low utility-earning tasks significantly helps
improve performance of the immediate-mode heuristics
because it allows other relatively high-utility earning tasks
to execute sooner and thus earn more utility. Dropping
tasks also improves the batch-mode heuristics in two
ways, (a) by preventing large batch sizes which results in
more mapping events being triggered due to faster heuris-
tic execution times, and (b) by preventing lower-priority
tasks from entering into the pending slot so that higher
priority tasks that arrive subsequently can execute sooner.
Immediate-mode heuristics are much more sensitive to the
value of the dropping threshold and rely on its tuning to
avoid low utility earning tasks from entering machine
queues. Permuting the initial tasks at the head of the vir-
tual queues does not affect the performance significantly
in our environment. We also experiment with different
triggers for the batch-mode mapping events. We observe
that (in our environment) triggering every time a new task
arrives is not providing significant benefit in the total util-
ity earned compared to mapping after every minute.

Possible direction for future research include: (a) using
stochastic estimates of execution time to more closely model
a real environment and to analyze the tolerance of the
resource management policies to such uncertainties, (b)
studying the impact of varying the levels of heterogeneity
on heuristic performance, (c) obtaining a model of expected
arrival time of tasks from historical data so that the drop-
ping threshold could be varied dynamically throughout the
day based on the expected system load, (d) introducing
utility functions that do not have to be monotonically-
decreasing, (e) introducing parallel jobs (that require multi-
ple machines concurrently to execute), (f) permitting pre-
emption of tasks, (g) developing heuristics that take the util-
ity-functions’ slopes into consideration to guide their
resource allocation decisions, and (h) adapting our heuris-
tics to work with a semi-distributed resource manager [34].
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